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INTRODUCTION  
 Libraries must understand their users’ needs if they are to help them achieve 
their information goals.  A needs assessment is usually undertaken to determine where 
services are used, and/or needed.  With the shift to online sources and digital 
technologies, a new model for user services is being developed in libraries.  The 
information commons is seen by researchers as the library's reaction to this growing use 
of technology.   Donald Beagle describes an information commons as, "a conceptual, 
physical, and instructional space, involves an organizational realignment from print to 
the digital environment" (Beagle, 1999, p.82).  These spaces provide, "access to 
electronic library resources and productivity software applications in the same 
location."(Cowgill et al., 2001, p.433).  A key component in this design is the reference 
librarian, who 
 
. . . identifies the necessary data by discussing the ultimate end use and provides 
it to the patron in whatever format is most appropriate for processing and 
production needs. The same staff member then (at that point or in a later 
appointment) walks the patron to the processing lab and tutors the patron in the 
appropriate application. (Beagle, 1999, p.86) 
 
He goes on later to describe this entire process as a very pleasing experience for the 
patron (Beagle, 1999).   
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A new information commons has been developed in the R. B. House 
Undergraduate Library on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  
This commons, called the Design Lab, is part information commons, part design studio.  
The space is equipped with twelve personal computers running Microsoft Windows XP 
and two Macintosh iMacs running OS X.  All computers have Microsoft Office 
2003/2007, Adobe Design Suite Premium installed, and document scanners attached.  
The lab is staffed by masters’ students from UNC’s School of Information and Library 
Science, who are familiar with reference services, user instruction, and multimedia 
productivity software.  The users of the space are made up of university 
undergraduates, graduate students, professors and staff.  
This space has been well designed and can allow for research in the field of 
information commons.  This research is currently focused on the design and 
implementation of individual institution’s own spaces.  There is also a wealth of 
information regarding the staffing of a commons but there is a dearth of research on 
who is actually using an information commons, and what they are doing while working 
in this space. 
 To better understand how this space and service is working, library staff would 
like to know more about the Design Lab’s users and what they use while working in this 
space.  This generates several questions: 
• What is the distribution of known types of users in the Design Lab space? Are 
they students, faculty or staff? 
• What academic departments do the users come from?   
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• What software applications are the known users accessing while working in the 
Design Lab?   
• Are users' information needs being met in this space, by the staff. 
 The findings of this study could help us understand what users need in a library, and 
what they do once they are given abundant resources of information.  On a more 
practical note, the findings will help the library justify the cost of paying for such 
expensive design and productivity software, not to mention the cost of staffing a 
reference desk.  This also goes for those higher up in the university, who patronize the 
library system.  In the specific case of the Design Lab, the university libraries are eager to 
see the findings.  The main research library on campus, W. R. Davis Library, will be 
implementing their own information commons in the very near future.  To have 
research on the type of individuals who use these spaces will help greatly in the design 
of their own information commons. 
Academic areas which stand to benefit from this research are those focused on 
user services, undergraduate research, even sociology.  The collaborative work 
environment has the potential to be studied from any number of social science 
standpoints.  Librarians to software developers could find a wealth of information from 
this study, again, users in a group environment are interesting to many types of 
researchers.  In the end, this research will provide a better understanding of who uses a 
commons environment, what they do while they are there, and who they function in 
groups. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 The following is a review of the current literature which covers assessment of 
specific institutions' Information Commons.  This will cover a history of the development 
of the commons, users’ expectations of the commons, staffing issues, and current 
research into the users and uses of information commons.  The gap I have identified is in 
not knowing the clear make-up of those who use these spaces, and what they do while 
working there.  Below I cover articles which assess reference services, and there are 
articles which set up how to create an information commons.  There are very few 
information commons assessments published at this time. 
 The common model for academic library service(s) remained the same for many 
years.    In the old model, the researcher needed the help of separate people, located in 
separate departments.  But the late twentieth century saw the development and 
increased use of digital technologies.  Information needs shifted from requiring a visit to 
the library and its trained staff, to requiring only an Internet connection.  The well-made 
website or video could be made at home, or in the researcher's office.  Many (Shill & 
Tonner, 2003, Gardner & Eng, 2005, for example) felt this shift in technological advances 
and institutional perceptions would lead to the library's downfall.  They also note the 
Association of Research Libraries' members showed gate counts and item circulation 
numbers down at this time (2003).  Their study showed students are motivated by 
convenience, and use their home computers to access online journals.  This movement 
of patrons to work where they wanted was discussed in 2001 by Scott Carlson in his 
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article, "The Deserted Library."  In this article he talks about the library losing its main 
user group, and what they needed to try and accomplish to get them back. 
 On the other hand, MacWhinnie pointed out that the library building would 
always be needed(2003).  Traditional library services like interlibrary loan and circulation 
still needed space, and publishers were still printing journals and books.  This is the case 
on many campuses, UNC included, which has multiple libraries, but the originating idea 
is sound.  Study rooms had not disappeared either, rather, they were needed more 
(Gardner & Eng, 2003; Beagle, 1999).  At a time of lower gate counts, the libraries 
invested in more computer terminals that were able to access new electronic resources.  
Libraries even purchased laptops to lend within the confines of the building; thinking 
students would use them as much as the desktop stations.  Sherman notes in his 
master's paper other construction projects brought in snack and coffee bars, "upgrades 
to computing and network access, and an increase in student seating available"(2009, 
p.11).  These additions served to bring the students back to the building, but what were 
they doing while there?  Two surveys performed by Gardner and Eng at the University of 
Southern California in 2003, and by Sherman at North Carolina State University (NCSU) 
in 2009 showed undergraduates still using the library, but for different purposes. The 
time when scholars spent hours looking though journals and indexes, and asking 
reference librarians for consultations had passed.  When asked what they were doing 
while at the library, the top three answers given by students in both studies had nothing 
to do with what the library services offered.  The students were there to study alone, 
study with a group, or use a computer for class work (Gardner & Eng, 2003; Sherman, 
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2009).  USC contained one of the first information commons environments when it was 
developed in 1994, but this survey only shows what was expected of the new library 
spaces.  The same USC survey also found the circulating laptops were in high demand, 
because of wireless internet access and their office productivity software.  Other articles 
point to the demand for libraries to be open 24 hours, seven day out of the week 
(Cowgill, Beam & Wess, 2001; Gardner & Eng, 2003).  This demand speaks of the users 
wanting as much out of the library as possible. 
 The increasing speed of technological advances, infrastructure improvements 
and user's new expectations placed the library in the position to develop a new 
information environment.  Access to volumes of digital information required staff to 
learn new reference models (Beagle, 1999; MacWhinnie, 2003; Cowgill et al., 2001).  
Questions from patrons now ranged from assistance in electronic journal searching to 
wireless networking problems to web page design.  This shift in reference service 
models was the birth of the modern information commons. 
 There are many definitions to what an information commons should provide.  
Cowgill et al. define an information commons as "generally a specific location 
designated to deliver electronic resources for research and production that is 
maintained by technically proficient staff" (2001, p.432).  Beagle's definition is "a new 
type of physical facility specifically designed to organize workspace and service delivery 
around the integrated digital environment" (1999, p.82).  His articles have been some of 
the most consistently cited articles in the literature about information commons.  To be 
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successful, he says, the library needs to align the organization (both administration and 
services) and technology (1999, 2001). 
 The increase in technology has led to some users asking for specific requests.  
Many institutions that have developed information commons had to decide what 
software to install on their new computers.  With information commons hosting 
computers that could number in the hundreds, the decision to purchase extra licenses 
for software is not to be taken lightly.  The most common software asked for and found 
on these machines were internet browsers and office productivity software, or an office 
suite.  Colorado State University (CSU) felt this was not needed when they rolled out 
their IC in the late 1990's, but ended up installing the suite after reference librarians 
received many complaints from students trying to work on research papers (Cowgill et 
al., 2001).  Other software options are design suites, like Adobe Photoshop/Illustrator, 
video editing, like Adobe After Effects, and CD/DVD burning software (Beagle, 1999, 
2001; Cowgill et al., 2001; Wong, 2009; Sherman, 2009).  All of these options are meant 
to help the user with their information seeking and production of a final product.  The 
idea of useful technology is a cornerstone in the design of an information commons 
environment. 
 The most noticeable thread in all of the articles is the importance of the staff in 
the IC.  Much of the research mentions the new role librarians will play in this 
environment.  New staffing models for an information commons are mentioned in two 
papers, both empirical studies of the standard tiered reference, or a newer separate 
desk model (Fitzpatrick, Moore, & Lang, 2008; de Jager, 2004).  Both articles discuss 
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separating the traditional reference desk from the information commons desk.  In doing 
so they removed the traditional tiered model (professional staffing with student 
assistants), in favor of professional librarians on the reference desk, and 
paraprofessionals and students at the information commons desk.  This allowed both 
institutions to better use the time of the professionals, allowing for more one-on-one 
reference consultations.  As a corollary, these articles also mentioned students were 
more likely to approach a peer (student), and not the professional.  This interaction lead 
to a user that was more at ease, who could then formulate his or her information need 
more clearly (Fitzpatrick et al., 2008; de Jager, 2004; Gardner & Eng, 2005). 
 Training of the staff for the IC has also been a well researched and discussed 
topic (Beagle, 1999; Cowgill et al., 2001; de Jager, 2004; Sherman, 2009).  Most 
professionals were familiar with computers.  Activities such as using the internet for 
information gathering and database searches grew with them from the technology’s 
beginnings.  Administrators were more concerned about the level of understanding with 
the office suites and design software (Cowgill et al., 2001; Beagle, 1999).  Beagle says, "It 
has become apparent that users of digital services have a more extensive and more 
rapidly changing set of service needs than to users of print" (p.84).  In the Colorado 
State University example, a survey was performed of the staff gauging the level of 
current computer understanding.  From this data, the library information technology (IT) 
department devised a minimum standard of knowledge for the new software.  They 
decided that a level they had seen in their lab was the bare minimum reference/IC staff 
should know to assist the users.  The staff then attended training sessions to learn the 
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new software.  If a user’s questions exceeded this level, then a referral to the IT staff 
was recommended (Cowgill et al., 2001).  The Wong paper mentions keeping track of 
the questions asked at the IC desk and training up to that level (Wong, 2009).  All of the 
articles that mentioned training described on-the-job workshops for staff in the new 
software applications. 
 As seen in the examples above, much of the published literature in this field of 
information commons has been devoted to staffing needs, or implementation of 
individual university's commons.  Brigham Young University (BYU), Colorado State 
University, and the University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMass) are just a few 
institutions which have published articles or provides data on transforming their space 
to an information commons.  The observations from the UMass library (2001-2005) 
showed staffing a reference desk with professionals and the commons desk with 
paraprofessional was more helpful for both the institution and the users.  Other 
examples were the de Jager study (2004) researching the effectiveness of the commons 
through the view of the student desk workers.  The Fitzpatrick study (2008) looks at the 
effectiveness of separate technology and reference desks in regards to answering 
research questions.  Whitchurch (2009) performed a valuable study of group use at 
BYU's information commons.  He discovered more collaboration than originally 
expected, but without a developed research instrument, this data is not as useful as it 
could be.  The gap in information commons research, as I see it, is in assessment of the 
IC space and the users themselves. 
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 Gabrielle Wong's 2009 article and Stephen Sherman's master's paper from 2009 
both utilized quantitative assessments of universities’ information commons.  Sherman 
refers to Beagle's vision of the commons constantly changing when he says, "The 
multidimensional nature of the Information Commons model precludes the 
development of a more complicated instrument for evaluation" (2009, p.15).  Wong, 
however, developed an instrument to test who was using Hong Kong University's (HKU) 
information commons and their level of satisfaction with the services provided there 
(2009).  All of this information comes from her 2009 paper in Reference Science Review 
titled "Piloting an Information Commons at HKUST Library." The university was 
converting to a four-year graduate model and knew their new information commons 
would not be able to handle the new student load.  Her questions were similar to those I 
am asking at UNC.  She was interested in an assessment of the users.  She also wanted 
to gauge the level of user satisfaction in the information commons.  And all of these 
questions were aimed at demonstrating the commons’ value to users, and to the 
university's library and accounting office.  Her instrument was in two parts: 1) a usage 
monitor installed on the computers to track user type and software used, and also an 
observational component performed by the staff; and, 2) a user satisfaction survey set 
up on a website and administered separately from the usage monitor.  The computer 
monitor tracked login/logout records, printing log, and software use.  The staff 
computer also tracked reference questions, but were not associated with a specific user.  
The observational component was in place to take into account user behavior and 
needs. 
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 The findings of Wong's study had immediate effects at HKU.  The login/logout 
logs showed peak times were not matching with the open hours of the lab, so the hours 
were adjusted to meet user demand.  The observations by the staff led to the 
installation of other software suites, which had been asked for by multiple students.  
Also the questions tracked became more complex, so more staff training was initiated.  
The user satisfaction survey gave qualitative results that matched other articles’ non-
scientific findings.  Satisfaction was somewhat high, 3.62 on a scale of 1 to 5, closely 
matching the results from the Gardner and Eng study at USC (2003).  Data also showed 
that users were predominately undergraduates; again, mirroring the USC study and 
Sherman's study of NCSU's commons (2009).  Wong's survey also showed a core 
number of frequent users and frequent use of the space by groups, mirroring 
Whitchurch's findings from his 2008 informal study of group use at BYU's commons.  
These results begin to shine a light on what UNC is hoping to find in their own 
assessment of information commons users. 
 The above study of users and the use of a university's information commons is 
valuable information to many, but each university is different.  An assessment of the 
University of North Carolina's Design Lab--a specific implementation of an information 
commons--would greatly increase the link between the library, its staff, the students, 
and their research.  One positive finding of Sherman's research is that students came to 
the library more because of the information commons (2009), counteracting the idea of 
the library losing its identity (Carlson, 2001) or its patrons.  The library is back at the 
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heart of the university, and on the forefront of assisting its users with whatever research 
is needed.  
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METHODOLOGY 
The survey method, employing a sampling of the population, using a designed 
questionnaire, and collecting the data via the questionnaire and data tracking will be 
used in this study (Fowler, 2002).  This method has been chosen because of the nature 
of the variables, the type of users being questioned, and the environment of the study.  
The questionnaire will assess user type, department of study (if applicable), satisfaction 
of the Design Lab space (space, hardware and software) and satisfaction of reference 
assistance (if applicable). Software will be used for application tracking on the 
computers, to measure the variable of what applications the users are accessing.  The 
application tracking software is used so as to not interfere with the users’ work.  Desk 
Tracker software installed on the staff workstation will log any reference questions 
asked of the reference staff. 
 
Population 
The target population for this study is every individual who accesses the Design Lab. 
Access is granted to those who have a university provided login name (referred to as 
ONYEN - Only Name You'll Ever Need), and a password.  This includes undergraduate 
and graduate students, as well as professors and university staff.  
Sample 
The sampling method chosen was convenience.  This means the sample will be only 
those individuals who physically come to use the Design Lab space for the weeks during 
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the study.  I define "use the Design Lab space" as using the computers in the lab 
individually or in a group, or asking for assistance from the reference staff; both of these 
are tracked with Desk Tracker software by the staff.  With the campus population being 
over 40,000 individuals, a census was not an option, because questioning such a high 
number people in the short time period provided is not possible.  By using the 
convenience method, we will sample those individuals who: a) know about the Design 
Lab, b) make the choice to come in to the Design Lab, and/or, c) are told to use the 
computers in the Design Lab by a professor.  Since the computers in this space are the 
only ones on campus that have design software installed as well as scanners attached 
and are available to anyone possessing an ONYEN, the sample can also be seen as those 
individuals in the population who need these aspects in their work. 
With the convenience method of sampling, there is an issue of incorrect representation 
of the population, i.e., nonusers and those who use the space repeatedly.  The library 
would like to know who is using the space, from this data, they can deduce who in the 
population as a whole is using the Design Lab, so nonusers is not a major issue.  Those 
who use the space repeatedly will have the option to not answer the questionnaire 
more than once.  But it bears noting, there will be sampling bias because this method is 
not probabilistic (Fowler, 2002).  Not every member of the campus has the chance to be 
sampled, because not every member has knowledge of the Design Lab. 
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Desk Tracker software 
The staff workstation in the Design Lab has Compendium Library Services’ Desk Tracker 
software installed.  This application allows the staff to track when a new user sits at a 
workstation.  Also it allows the staff member to keep track of assistance asked of them 
while working in the space.  Reference questions have been grouped into eight 
categories.  The categories involve assistance with: scanning, printing, image editing, 
HTML/web design, Microsoft Office, PDF/Word conversion, Network/H: drive, and an 
open-ended option where the staff member can type in the specific help given.  
This application is already installed in the Design Lab, and can provide valuable 
information, such as what do the users need help with, and a simple door count of the 
space. 
 
Design of Questionnaire 
Two small questionnaires will be implemented on the users’ workstation during log in 
and log out.  These questionnaires are designed to measure the variables of: type of 
user (undergrad, grad, faculty, staff), department of study (for a student/faculty/staff, 
not applicable for some staff), and overall satisfaction with the lab and satisfaction with 
assistance, if assistance was asked for. 
The questionnaires will be broken up into two parts, one at user login, and one at user 
logout.  Both will be web based, for ease of data collection and for the familiar 
interaction format for the user.  The design of these can be seen in the Appendix at the 
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end of this paper.  The login questionnaire will have one question with nominal answers 
provided, to assess the user's place at the university, student/faculty/staff.  The second 
login question will be a drop down menu box, listing all options for a department, as 
well as “Not Applicable".  There will also be an option, clearly labeled, to skip this 
questionnaire.  This is provided to help cut down on multiple single respondents, and to 
allow the respondent to not answer if they choose so.  The logout questionnaire will 
assess the level of satisfaction with the lab as a 5 point, Likert type scale, as well as the 
satisfaction with assistance provided, with another 5 point, Likert type scale.  The 
second question will have the option for "Not Applicable" as well, if assistance was not 
asked for.  The logout questionnaire will also have an option to skip the questionnaire, 
to cut down on multiple single respondents and to allow the respondent to not answer 
if they choose so. 
Dillman (2000) and Fowler (2002) both mention how reliability and validity can 
be improved in survey methods.  Fowler defined reliability as the extent to which people 
in comparable situations will answer questions in similar ways" (Fowler, 2002, p.88).  He 
goes on to define validity as "the extent to which the answer given is a true measure 
and means what the researcher wants or expects it to mean" (p.89).  With this survey, 
both reliability and validity can be increased by careful and thorough questionnaire 
design. 
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RESULTS 
Questionnaire 
The online questionnaire was run the two weeks before the spring mid-semester break, 
March 22nd, 2010 to April 5th, 2010.  In total there were 404 responses for the login 
questionnaire, and 135 for the logout questionnaire.  Lab staff noted users were not 
answering the logout questionnaire, thinking the questions were the same as those in 
the login.  This explains the discrepancy between the total number of users sampled, 
and individual login and logout questionnaire numbers.  It is not necessary to have 
closely matching totals for these sets, as the contents of the two separate 
questionnaires are not dependent on one another. 
  
Login Questionnaire 
These two questions were designed to discover what is the make-up of users of the 
Design Lab.  I sought to find their year of study, and their departmental affiliation. 
 
Login question #1: “What is your current year of study, or status here at UNC?” 
 
The users were asked to choose their current year of study.  One error noted is the lack 
of “continuing education” as an option.  This group would not have been represented in 
this survey.  Out of 404 responses to the total login survey, 366 users responded to this 
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question.  Just a little over 90% of the total.  The following table (table.1) shows the 
specific numerical layout of the responses. 
 
table.1 
Year/Status Response Percentage
freshman 68 19%
sophomore 73 20%
junior 93 25%
senior 69 19%
graduate 52 14%
faculty 2 1%
staff 9 2%
n=366
 
 
Looking at the dispersion of the results, Juniors are the most represented, totaling one 
quarter of all responses.  Sophomores were next, followed closely by both Freshmen 
and Seniors in number of responses.  Staff and Faculty showed the lowest number of 
responses, with a combined total of barely three percent. 
 
Login question #2: “What department do you consider your home?  Be it your major, or 
department of research.  Choose N/A if not associated with a department, or undecided 
if  you have not chosen a department.” 
 
The list of departments was taken straight from the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill’s Office of the Registrar.  This office list shows all possible schools and 
department of study within the university.  Out of 404 responses to the login survey, 
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344, or 85% responded to this question.  A discrepancy can be seen in an error of the 
questionnaire design.  The question prompted the user to “choose N/A if not associated 
with a department. . .” – but N/A was not a provided answer.  Table.2 (next page) shows 
the specific numerical layout of the responses.  Some departments were not 
represented by a user, those departments have been removed from this table.  The 
complete listing of all departments included can be found in the appendix. 
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table.2 
Answer Response %
UNC Staff 7 2%
Undecided 24 7%
African & African American Studies 2 1%
American Studies 4 1%
Anthropology 8 2%
Art 9 3%
Asian Studies 6 2%
Biology 44 13%
Biochemistry & Biophysics 1 0%
Biomedical Engineering 2 1%
Chemistry 14 4%
Classics 3 1%
Communication Studies 11 3%
Computer Science 3 1%
Economics 21 6%
English & Comparative Literature 10 3%
Environmental Sciences & Engineering 9 3%
Exercise & Sport Science 2 1%
Geography 4 1%
Geological Sciences 3 1%
Germanic Languages & Literatures 1 0%
Health Policy & Administration 7 2%
History 18 5%
Linguistics 1 0%
Maternal & Child Health 1 0%
Mathematics 7 2%
Music 6 2%
Nutrition 1 0%
Pharmacology 1 0%
Philosophy 12 3%
Physics & Astronomy 2 1%
Political Science 9 3%
Psychology 16 5%
Public Policy 6 2%
Romance Languages & Literatures 6 2%
School of Education 5 1%
School of Global Public Health 1 0%
School of Information and Library Science 14 4%
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 32 9%
School of Pharmacy 1 0%
Social Medicine 1 0%
Sociology 5 1%
Statistics & Operations Research 3 1%
UNC General Administration 1 0%
Total 344 100%  
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The largest represented population are those in the field of Biology, with the School of 
Journalism, Economics and History being the next largest group.  Twenty-one 
departments had at least five user responses to this questionnaire in the two week 
survey period. 
 
Logout Questionnaire 
These three sections of questions were designed to gauge certain aspects of the user’s 
satisfaction of the Design Lab.  The first set of questions asked their level of satisfaction 
with the lab’s space, computer’s hardware, and the computer’s software.  The second 
set of questions asked the user’s level of satisfaction with the lab’s staff’s knowledge of 
computer hardware, computer software, and the staff’s courtesy.  The final question 
was open-ended and asked if the user had any thoughts on the Design Lab. 
 
Logout question #1: “How would you rate your level of satisfaction with these aspects of 
the Design Lab? Lab Space, Computer Hardware / Scanners, Computer Software” 
 
This question had 133 responses for lab space, 132 for hardware/scanners, and 131 for 
computer software.  This set of questions was designed to have the user gauge their 
level of satisfaction along a 5-point Likert-type scale.  The survey design software, 
Qualtrics, assigns the left-most scale item, in this case “Very Dissatisfied” the numerical 
value of 1.  The scale continues to the right, with “Neutral” being assigned the value of 
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3, and ending with “Very Satisfied” being assigned the value of 5.  Table.3 shows the 
total number of answers and in what satisfaction category they fall under. 
  
table.3a 
Question V.Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied V.Satisfied Responses
lab space 2 2 9 55 65 133
computer hardware and scanners 2 5 5 51 69 132
computer software 2 3 6 50 70 131  
 
This shows over 90% of the time the users were at least satisfied with the lab space, 
91% of the time for the hardware and scanners, and 92% of the time for the software 
choice. 
 
Logout question #2: “How would you rate your level of satisfaction with these aspects of 
the Design Lab staff?  If no assistance was asked for, please respond with N/A.” 
 
The three aspects of the staff measured in this question were knowledge of computer 
hardware, knowledge of computer software, and courtesy.  There were 131 responses 
for the first question, and 130 for the other two questions.  This set of questions was 
designed to have the user gauge their level of satisfaction along a 5-point Likert-type 
scale.  The survey design software, Qualtrics, assigns the left-most scale item, in this 
case “Very Dissatisfied” the numerical value of 1.  The scale continues to the right, with 
“Neutral” being assigned the value of 3, and ending with “Very Satisfied” being assigned 
the value of 5.  There is also an option for N/A, for when the user did not ask for any 
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assistance.  Table.4 shows the total number of answers and in what satisfaction 
category they fall under. 
  
table.4a 
Question N/A V.Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied V.Satisfied Responses
knowledge of software 65 0 3 11 19 33 131
knowledge of hardware 63 0 3 12 22 30 130
courtesy 53 0 1 6 25 45 130  
 
When the users who selected N/A are taken out of the total number of responses, 79% 
of users were at least satisfied with the lab staff’s knowledge of software.  80% of the 
time the users were at least satisfied with the lab staff’s knowledge of hardware, and 
90% were at least satisfied with the lab staff’s courtesy. 
 
Logout question #3: Do you have any thoughts on the Design Lab you would like to 
share? 
 
This question was left open-ended, to allow for ideas directly from those who use the 
Design Lab.  There was a total of 42 responses to this question.  13 of the responses, 
31%,  were simple statements of appreciation for the lab space as a whole.  These 
stated nothing specific about the hardware, software, space, or staff. A few examples 
are “I love it” and “This is great”.  The statements that remain cover five different topics 
or categories: Macintosh computers, constructive criticism, scanners, software, and staff 
assistance.  8 responses, 19%, either asked for the lab to contain more Macintosh 
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computers, or exclaimed their satisfaction in the lab providing access to them.  14 
responses, or 33% were constructive criticism ranging from poor computer login times, 
noise in the lab, hours of service, and hardware/software complications.  4 responses, 
10%,  state their satisfaction with the scanners provided in the Design Lab.  Two 
responses state their satisfaction with the software provided in the space.  And one 
response states their satisfaction in the helpfulness of the staff. 
 
Software tracking application 
The tracking software that was developed for this study was set in place April 14th, 2010 
and ran until April 29th, 2010.  The time difference from the online questionnaire was 
due to unforeseen recording difficulties.  This application was only installed on the PC’s 
in the Design Lab, because the developer was not capable of tracking processes on the 
Macintoshes.  The software surveyed the computer’s task monitor every 15 minutes 
during a live session and recorded all processes running at that time.  If the computer 
was not used during the day, a log was not produced.  A master list of processes was 
recorded with the system idle, to have a baseline for any other programs the user made 
an effort to use themselves. 
After the logs were collected, they were imported into Microsoft Excel.  The processes 
from the baseline list were then removed from every log, leaving only processes the 
user initiated themselves.  A combined list of all these processes was then generated to 
take a sample of all user accessed programs and applications.  Table.5 shows the final 
listing, grouped into eight general categories: 1) webwork/webdesign/browsers, 
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Microsoft Office, Standard Computer Applications, Adobe Suite, PDF related, 
multimedia related, help related, and scanner related. 
 
table.5 
afscreds.exe Safari.exe
firefox.exe DWHWizrd.exe (norton security)
SshClient.exe thunderbird.exe
Dreamweaver.exe mscorsvw.exe (.NET)
iexplore.exe LUCOMS~1.EXE (internet security suite)
prezi.exe (online presentation) chrome.exe
WINWORD.EXE MSTORDB.EXE (MS Office gfx)
MSPVIEW.EXE (MS doc imaging) POWERPNT.EXE
EXCEL.EXE robocopy.exe (adv copy/paste)
MSACCESS.EXE MSPUB.EXE
OFFLB.EXE (MS Office recovery) ONENOTE.EXE
java.exe ISUSPM.exe (installshield)
issch.exe (installshield) notepad.exe
agent.exe (installshield) msiexec.exe
mspaint.exe calc.exe
net.exe dfrgntfs.exe (disk Mgmt)
defrag.exe (disk mgmt) LUALL.EXE (symantic update)
wordpad.exe wscript.exe (win scripting)
moviemk.exe (MS movie maker) wscntfy.exe (win security)
mstsc.exe (terminal srv cmd) dumprep.exe (win error log)
Fireworks.exe Bridge.exe
Acrobat.exe Illustrator.exe
Photoshop.exe Flash.exe
InDesign.exe
PdfPro3Hook.exe (pdf converter) AcroRd32.exe
acrodist.exe (making pdf) AcroRd32Info.exe
WISPTIS.EXE (office for pdf) ZDplus.exe (3rd party pdf)
imapi.exe (recording cds) Roxio_Central33.exe (Roxio)
sndvol32.exe (volume control) RoxMediaDB9.exe (making cds)
wiaacmgr.exe (pic import) iTunes.exe
RoxioUpnpService9.exe AppleMobileDeviceHelper.exe
sapisvr.exe (speech recognition) distnoted.exe (works with AMDH)
OIS.EXE (MS pic mgmr) wmplayer.exe
help related (2) HelpSvc.exe (windows help) CLVIEW.EXE (MS Office help)
scanner related (2) FjtwSetup.exe (scanner driver) escndv.exe (scanner driver)
Multimedia related (12)
Processes
webwork/webdesign/b
rowsers (12)
Microsoft Office (10)
Standard Computer 
Applications (18)
Adobe Suite (7)
PDF related (6)
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Desk Tracker logs 
Logs from the Design Lab staff’s computers of the types of questions asked were 
generated for the time overlapping the online survey, March 22nd, 2010 to April 5th, 
2010. The staff would mark in the program they type of assistance they were asked for.  
These types are grouped into; HTML/web design, image editing, Microsoft Office, 
Network/H: drive, other (with open ended option for description), PDF/Word 
conversion, printing, and scanning.  These combined types of assistance were asked for 
a total of 139 times during the two week period.  Table.6 provides the number of 
instances per assistance type. 
 
table.6 
Assistance type # times asked % of total
HTML/Web Design 4 3%
Image Editing 12 9%
Microsoft Office 4 3%
Network/H: Drive 4 3%
Other 23 17%
PDF/Word Conversion 6 4%
Printing 18 13%
Scanning 68 49%
Total 139 100%  
 
The category of “Other” has an open-ended section for the staff to add more details to 
this vague description.  Of the 23 marked instances 6 had more detail: looking for 
software, office supplies, chargers available, and copying – which occurred three times.  
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Scanning was the largest area of attention, receiving almost half of the staff’s assistance 
during this period. 
 
 
DISCUSSION/RECOMMENDATIONS 
To better understand the whole of this research, let us look at the three aspects 
separately.  First beginning with the online questionnaires.  The distribution of class 
years is quite even, including the graduate students.  Juniors seem to be well 
represented users in the lab, but, in looking at the total percentages, Freshmen and 
Seniors are only six percentage points different.  The number of graduate students using 
the lab is also high.  Departmental libraries and the main research library were thought 
to be of higher use to these segments of the population in part to the increasing 
complexity of their assignments in relation to their year of study.  But the lab’s mission 
can be seen as attracting these populations, in part because of these very assignments.  
The Desk Tracker stats only show HTML/web design and Image editing assistance sought 
a relatively few number of times, but this can speak to the changing nature of the 
assignments.  Instructors may ask for more than a term paper, and the Design Lab is 
there to provide those production outlets.  Finally, this lab is located in the only library 
on campus open 24 hours a day (5 days a week), and can support the erratic schedules 
of these individuals.  Possible further, in depth research into the exact nature of these 
projects and assignments could allow for even better user experiences and production.  
Overall these numbers can help those who are responsible for the Design Lab, by 
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allowing them to tailor their services to these represented populations.  Better 
marketing of the space can possibly help as well.  Those who are in charge of running 
the Design Lab provide tours yearly to the librarians of the departmental libraries.  This 
is a time to show these specialists where to turn when they feel their users need access 
to either the software, hardware, or the trained staff.  A recommendation would be to 
provide these tours to the professors/teaching assistants who’s assignments tend to 
bring their students into the Design Lab.  When these instructors are in communication 
with those who run the lab, the staff can then be given specific training in the 
applications used, as well as the specific aspects of the applications which the students 
may find hard to grasp. 
When these tours are provided to the departmental librarians, better triage of 
design questions can occur as well.  Another recommendation would be to strengthen 
these ties with the departmental branch libraries.  Provide tours to more than just the 
head of the libraries.  Broadcast to the libraries’ email lists what the lab is used for, and 
what the staff can assist with.  By doing this, these librarians will be in better contact 
with the instructors who may use the lab for their students' projects, further 
strengthening the ties of students-professors-librarians-lab. 
Looking at the departmental makeup, Biology has the largest number of sampled 
users, then The School of Journalism.  Those who chose their field as undecided were 
the third highest in this study.  Rounding out the largest sampled departments were 
Economics, History and Psychology.  It is unclear why Biology students were the largest 
sampled segment. But this can be used as an opportunity to reach out to that academic 
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department, as well as others who were represented and better coordinate classes and 
lessons with the library and its Design Lab staff.  This leads into the recommendation of 
better marketing the lab and its trained professional staff as a whole.  Reach out to the 
departments who were not well represented in this sample.  Check to see if the lab, or 
even the library can help with getting the students better access to technology and well 
trained, friendly staff.  Once this relationship is developed, the Design Lab can even 
customize the hardware and training of the staff to better meet the specific 
department’s needs. 
In regard to the Journalism students, they require the use of specialized design 
software for many of their classes, which is reflected in their own school's computer lab.  
The Design Lab is the only place on campus which provides this software for them, 24 
hours a day.  This lab inherently contains many of the tools and software that these 
students can take advantage of, when their department’s lab is closed. 
The logout survey tends to show general satisfaction with the space as a whole, 
including the hardware and software and those who staff the lab.  The high percentage 
of both simple acceptance statements (33% of responses) and statements expressing 
satisfaction with scanners, software choices and helpfulness of the staff (16% combined) 
helps to show this as well.  The simple statements were users expressing thanks to the 
library for the use of the space.  The 33% of responses which contained criticism ranged 
from constructive, to complaints.  Some users were unhappy with the choice of 
software provided.  They wanted specialized computer language compilers and 
Geographic Information System (GIS) software.  Some of the compilers, and all of the 
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GIS software is provided in other labs on campus, and in the Undergraduate Library 
building.  Better signage in the Design Lab could help to alleviate this problem. Other 
users wanted the space to be kept quiet.  While not designated a quiet space by the 
library, some users felt groups were too loud, while others replied wanting the staff to 
quiet these same groups down.  The Design Lab is meant for collaboration, so again, 
better signage could help this misunderstanding as well.  Finally, there were a few 
responses where the users' question and desired level of help exceeded the lab staff's 
knowledge.  Better training of the staff in these applications, which can be compiled 
from Desk Tracker stats, could help this in the future.  Also, during main hours of 
operation, certain staff "specialists" could be on call, to help assist with a particularly 
challenging question.  Focus on the help with scanning, image editing and PDF 
conversions.  Further study in this area could yield the total percentage of time users 
spent working on the tracked processes, and in turn, the staff could train to meet these 
needs.  I may also suggest investing in more Macintosh computers. 
 The process tracking also can help with the decision on whether to buy the full 
Adobe Suite.  During the two weeks of tracking, every component of the suite was 
launched at least once.  I recommend staying the course, and continue to purchase the 
full design suite.  Also, every component of the Microsoft Office Suite was also accessed, 
even the database design program, Access, which has not been seen used by the staff.  
This only shows the usefulness users find in the Design Lab.  Again, I recommend 
keeping all aspects of Office Suite. 
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CONCLUSION 
This study was undertaken with the hope of better understanding of three aspects of 
the Design Lab at the Undergraduate Library on UNC Chapel Hill’s campus.  Those who 
use the space has been shown to be relatively well distributed.  The total type and 
number of applications and software accessed by these users has also been shown.  And 
finally, the questions of if the users’ needs have been met can be seen in the positive 
survey results, and the open-ended satisfaction they gave.  This space was designed to 
be used by everyone, and to provide the highest level of technology, and experienced 
staff to guide them on their information seeking and producing journeys. 
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APPENDIX 
Questionnaire 1 (login) 
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Questionnaire 1(login) - Department list 
 UNC Staff Microbiology & Immunology
Undecided Military Science
African & African American Studies Music
Air Force ROTC Navy ROTC
Allied Health Neurology
American Studies Nutrition
Anesthesiology Obstetrics & Gynecology
Anthropology Operations Research
Army ROTC Ophthalmology
Art Orthopaedics
Asian Studies Pathology
Biology Pediatrics
Biochemistry & Biophysics Pharmacology
Biomedical Engineering Philosophy
Biostatistics Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Cell & Molecular Physiology Physics & Astronomy
Cell & Developmental Biology Political Science
Chemistry Psychiatry
City & Regional Planning Psychology
Classics Public Policy
Communication Studies Recreation & Leisure Studies
Computer Science Religious Studies
Dermatology Romance Languages & Literatures
Dramatic Art School of Dentistry
Economics School of Education
Emergency Medicine School of Global Public Health
English & Comparative Literature School of Government
Environmental Sciences & Engineering School of Information and Library Science
Epidemiology School of Journalism and Mass Communication
Exercise & Sport Science School of Nursing
Family Medicine School of Pharmacy
Genetics School of Social Work
Geography Slavic Languages & Literatures
Geological Sciences Social Medicine
Germanic Languages & Literatures Sociology
Health Behavior & Health Education Statistics & Operations Research
Health Policy & Administration Statistics
History Surgery
Linguistics Study Abroad
Marine Sciences UNC General Administration
Maternal & Child Health Women's Studies
Mathematics
Department
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Questionnaire 2 (logout) 
 
